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IOER Overview
• Introduction
• Partners and Collaboration
• Open Technologies and Data Schemas
• What OER Offers Now
• OER Roadmap
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SIU CWD “workNet Team”
Experience Examples
Design, develop, maintain enterprise web
applications and provide technical assistance,
program management, and facilitation services for
statewide programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Credential Registry
JTED/SNAP Training and Employment Program
State’s workforce portal, Illinois workNet
Accelerated Training for Illinois Manufacturing
National Manufacturing Institute App Design
jobPrep Mobile App
State’s Summer Youth Employment Programs
Illinois Pathways
disabilityworks
Illinois Department of Employment Security website
…any many more examples
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Introduction to ISLE Partnership
Partnership to develop infrastructure and web apps using modern practices for
standardizing data models and schemas and for supporting interoperability and
machine readability.
IlliniCloud
• Data Center Infrastructure
• Operational Data Store for School Districts
• App Launcher – Single‐Sign‐On for School Districts
NIU My IIRC
• Dashboards for day‐to‐day classroom management
• ITR Tools to monitor student interventions and performance
SIU CWD
• Open Educational Resources and Object Repository
• Mini Apps
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ISLE Benefit Examples
The technologies are beneficial to Illinois:
• Examples of modern technologies that can save the state, schools
and other programs money, eliminate waste, and improve
efficiencies.
• RFPs can be written requiring integration and interoperability rather
than vendors owning all outputs and data.
• Open technologies provide opportunities for partnerships that can
continually advance functionality, usability and sharing across state
and national borders.
• Provide a roadmap to the future.
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Focus Groups and Surveys
Input from user groups was essential in building out all ISLE application features
designed to meet user needs. Initial application requirements were gathered through:
• Several statewide user focus groups attended by over 200 people representing P‐20
education, workforce development and included parents, students, and employers.
• Online surveys completed by over 1,500 individuals across a similar spectrum as
the focus groups.
• STEM Learning Exchanges participated with feedback gathering process.
• Teacher’s union and other organizations to validate plans and many teachers and
administrators in two pilot districts during the design and development of the
application.
• A combination of face‐to‐face feedback sessions, calls, and webinars were used to
engage the district users on a continuing basis.
• Presentations and feedback sessions were also conducted at state and regional
conferences, such as Illinois Computer Educators Conference, in order to engage
teachers and administrators from other districts.
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IOER ‐ Open Educational
Resources and Object Repository
The IOER provides open access to career and education resources.
It is open to anyone but also provides organizations the ability to
determine their members and what resources they want to share.
The IOER gets resources from:
• National Learning Registry
• STEM Learning Exchanges
• State Agencies
• Schools, organizations, and people who create open educational
resources.
Responsive design ensures the app works on devices ranging from
smart phones to iPads to PCs.
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IOER Benefits and Ideas
Open Resources – Provides opportunities for sharing and directing
resources based on preferences, grade level, skills, and more.
Professional Development Tool ‐ Use as a learning tool for Learning
Standards, OER evaluation, and for creating, curating and sharing.
Curriculum Models and Resource Development ‐ Use IOER tools with
curriculum development and testing groups then make it public.
State Partnerships ‐ Illinois can share open resources with standards
alignments and build out app functions in partnership to share technology
solutions.
Extendibility ‐ Built to support iterative enhancements and extend
functions. For example, use the open ePub specification to integrate
creation of eBooks and the open LMS specifications to integrate with
learning management systems.
Badging ‐ In addition to the components already available, workflows can
be developed to issue digital badges to: organizations or individuals as
trusted resource sources and/or evaluators and resources determined to
be good and evaluated by organizations or individuals.
RFPs ‐ Vendors can be required to integrate so Illinois holds the metadata
and objects.
Any State‐Sponsored Programs Developing Open Resources ‐ Encourage
or require sharing through IOER.
8
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IOER Technical Information
IOER follows modern practices for standardizing data models and schemas supporting interoperability and machine
readability. All of the sources, models, and schemas listed below are available through open use licenses.
Type

Sources/Specifications

IOER Use

Metadata

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), DCMI
Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI),
Schema.org (W3C Working Groups)

Foundational to consuming, publishing, sharing, searching,
and integrating to all aspects of IOER.

Metadata and Paradata
Storage and Services

Learning Registry (LR) (Formats such as XML, JSON,
and JSON‐LD)

Services and infrastructure for sharing data.

Vocabulary

Common Education Data Standards (CEDS), RttT
Common Content Tagging Initiative, and DCMI/LRMI

Consistent tagging, filtering, and searching.

Paradata

LR Paradata

Publish assertions about people and resources in the
system to establish, trust, similarity, and resource updates.

Learning Object
Frameworks

Achievement Standards Network open frameworks
(including CEDS and LRMI)

Learning Standards and Rubrics include Achieve’s OER and
EQuIP rubrics.

Creative Works Attribution

Creative Commons

Grants copyright permissions to creative works.

Federated Identity
Management

Shibboleth (OpenSAML)

Single‐sign‐on via app launcher and NIU dashboard.

Web Services/API

JSON

IOER provides access so other web apps can use resource
data.

Code Base

GitHub (Open Source Software Licenses)

IOER provides code for others to use.
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Learning Registry
The Learning Registry is an open database where content creators and educators can share information about
digital educational resources. The Learning Registry is supporting the Learning Resource Metadata Initiative
(LRMI) which provides common language for tagging resources according to quality, keyword, and alignment to
curricular standards. The Learning Registry supports educator voices to help define which resources are most
relevant or useful.
http://tech.ed.gov/learning‐registry/
http://learningregistry.org/
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How IOER Leverages the Learning Registry
The SIU CWD team designed and
developed the related technologies
and code base including:
• Consume from and publish to
the Learning Registry
• Bad link and other ongoing
checks
• Resource tagging, uploading,
creating, curating, and
communicating tools
• Authentication and role
management
• Dashboard personalization
• Search index
• Database and storage
http://ilsharedlearning.org/DevDoc
/SitePages/Home.aspx
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IOER Integration with Other ISLE Apps
• App Launcher – School district staff sign in and can launch
the IOER web app. The app launcher keeps the staff signed
in so they can use all tools and functionality when they
open up IOER.

IlliniCloud App Launcher

• NIU Dashboard for K‐12 Schools – School district staff have
direct access to IOER via their dashboards. When they
access any of the IOER screens directly on their
dashboards, the IOER keeps the staff signed in so they can
use all tools and functionality.
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IOER Integration with Dashboards

These are some screens directly
accessed/integrated via the
dashboards.
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STEM Learning Exchanges and Illinois workNet
Examples of STEM Learning Exchanges actively using OER:
• Health Science – Entire high school curriculum and library with
curated resources and widgets are on their website.
• Information Technology – Ongoing tagging of resources curated for
their library and widgets are on their website.
• Energy – Ongoing tagging of resources curated for their library and
learning list and widgets are on their website.
• Finance – Ongoing tagging of resource curated for their library and
for a financial literacy library and financial literacy widget for NIU P‐
20 Financial Literacy web page.
Example of how Illinois workNet®, the state’s workforce portal uses
OER:
• Libraries for curating resources and search widgets are on the
website.
• Related resources widget for articles and web pages.
14
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Widget Examples
Copy and paste a short code snippet to embed a widget on any website (http://ioer.ilsharedlearning.org/widgets/).
Widgets are interactive and track usage.
Widget

Description

Learning List Explorer

Learning Lists are the best way to group and organize educational resources that need to be shown as having a direct
relationship. Any Learning List can include: documents and several types of files, web pages, and learning standards.
Levels, or branches, can show a hierarchical organization with descriptions and instructions.

Resource Search

Providing a wide variety of Filters to refine your search, IOER has developed robust criteria for your search, such as
Standards, Grade Level, Subjects and Career Clusters. Finding quality learning materials is easier than ever with tools to
sort and organize by Newest, Most Liked, Most Commented On, and a wide variety of Views and Libraries.

Standards Browser

The IOER Standards Browser allows you to quickly and easily browse and find a variety of Learning Standards at both
the national and Illinois levels. It also allows you to search the IOER Resource repository for learning resources that are
aligned to the learning standards that you select.

Library/Collections

IOER Libraries provide many ways for you to tag, contribute, create, organize and share your learning resources with
fast and easy‐to‐use tools that allow for public and private settings. User and Organizational Libraries allow individuals
and groups to quickly categorize their learning resources in so many ways.

Full Search

Add the full blown IOER search to your website‐‐includes search bar, filters, and results. Highly configurable.15

OER Widget on Illinois workNet

Financial Literacy
Widget

Health Science Curriculum for High School Widget

Energy
Library
Widget
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National Collaboration Examples
• Smithsonian ‐ Collaborating with Smithsonian to help them publish resources to Learning
Registry. During May they published approx. 2,000 resources all found in IOER.
• U.S. Department of Education Office of Educational Technologies (OET) ‐ Included with their
Open Policy Workshop held May 2015.
• Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) ‐ Invited to DPLA Fest in Indianapolis during April
where their partnership with the Learning Registry was announced and helped OET with their
OER workshop. Also collaborated with DPLA to help them begin publishing to the Learning
Registry. DPLA exhibitions are now found in IOER.
• Collaborating with OET on the Learning Registry and Open Resources. IOER was subsequently
included with the Ed Tech Developer’s Guide announced by Secretary Duncan on April 7, 2015
(http://tech.ed.gov/developers‐guide/).
• State of Georgia Department of Education ‐ Provided code base to consume resources from
the Learning Registry.
• State of California Department of Education ‐ Interested in potential to collaborate work with
them as they develop a new statewide site.
• Nebraska School Districts ‐ Interested in potential for customization.
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National Collaboration Examples Continued
• Learning Registry ‐ Participate with national developer conference calls.
• Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) ‐ Actively participated with
planning and worked with other organizations and states on
implementing. National presenter at the LRMI Metadata Meetup held
in Washington D.C. on July 30, 2014
(http://www.slideshare.net/edpublishers?utm_campaign=profiletrackin
g&utm_medium=sssite&utm_source=ssslideview).
• Achieve ‐ Worked with Achieve to convert their OER and EQuIP rubrics
to SKOS metadata frameworks and made the frameworks openly
available (http://www.achievementstandards.org/content/technical‐
documentation).
• Achievement Standards Network (ASN) ‐ Worked with Achievement
Standards Network (ASN) to convert OER and EQuIP rubrics and to
convert learning standards from PDF files to metadata frameworks
(http://asn.jesandco.org/resources/ASNJurisdiction/IL).
• Collaborated with BookShare to get the new accessibility metadata
recently adopted by shema.org (https://schema.org/CreativeWork )
with IOER.
18
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IOER Today
The next three slides show a list of the components currently available with IOER.
Component

Description

Resources Search

Search for learning resources using keywords and a wide variety of filters, including standards
alignment, grade level, career cluster, and many more.

Standards Browser

Review and search by Learning Standards.

Libraries

User‐created digital collections of curated resources. Public (seen by everyone) and private (seen
only by owner and people they invite) libraries for organizations (e.g. agencies, school districts,
programs, universities, and colleges) and people for curating and organizing resources in
collections. Libraries can be followed and usage information is directly available from each library.

Learning Lists

Groupings of related resources and files that can include standards alignments. Groupings can
include levels as a hierarchy. The standards alignments are based on PARCC color coding and
alignment types (i.e. Major, Supporting, and Additional). Users can download files at any level and
explore all or any sections of a learning list. Learning Lists can be followed and usage information
is directly available from them.

Quick Tag Tool

Submit a webpage or a file that is already hosted online, tag it with basic information, and
enhance your tags later. Includes ability to align standards.

Quick File Upload Tool

Upload a file, tag it with basic information, and enhance your tags later. Includes ability to
align
19
standards.

Component

Description

Create Learning List Tool

Create learning lists with web pages, files, and learning standards. Keep it private until complete and
ready to publish.

Create a New Resource
Tool

Create a simple webpage and attach multiple files to it with this tool. Includes ability to align
standards.

Full Tagging Tool

Fully tag resources based on all potential metadata.

Communities

The ISLE Community allows you to post to communities, see who’s posting to communities and post
to other peoples’ posts within the community. Communities can be setup by subject, school district,
or other interest areas.

Resource Information

Details about the resource, keywords, learning standards, and similar resources.

Like or Dislike

Shows total likes and dislikes and is a sort option with the search.

Comment

Add comments about a resource, learning list, or library.

Add to Library

Add resources to a library.

OER (Achieve) Rubric

This tool is modeled on the Achieve OER Rubrics Collection and is designed to evaluate Resources
hosted in the IOER site. Select the ratings that best apply to the resource.

CCSS Mathematics, CCSS
ELA (K‐2) and (3‐12)
Rubrics

This tool is a derivative of the Achieve EQuIP CCSS Rubrics. They can be used with any type of
Resource. Select the ratings that best apply to the resource.

Timeline

Shows all a timeline of human interactions that users indicated are public.
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Component

Description

Activity and Statistics

Sessions, logins, registrations, total users by organization, library usage and more.

User Guide

Download PDFs, PPTs, and watch videos.

My Dashboard

•
•
•
•
•

Other Administration
Tools

• Groups/Organization Management
• Library and Learning List Management

Create an account and profile.
Return to and manage learning lists and created or tagged resources.
Access followed libraries and learning lists.
See your timeline.
Manage organization information including users.
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Learning Standards in IOER Today
Levels

Learning Standard

Levels

Learning Standard

K‐12

Illinois (CCSS) Math Standards

Adult Education

Illinois (ABE/ASE) Reading Standards

K‐12

Illinois (CCSS) ELA/Literacy Standards

Adult Education

Illinois (ABE/ASE) Writing Standards

K‐12

Next Generation Science Standards

Adult Education

Illinois (ABE/ASE) Mathematics Standards

K‐12

Illinois Fine Arts

Adult Education

Illinois (ABE/ASE) English Language Arts Standards

K‐12

Illinois Physical Education and Health
Standards

National K‐12

Framework for 21st Century Learning

K‐12

Illinois Social Science Standards

National K‐12

National Health Education Standards

K‐12

Illinois Social/Emotional Development
Standards

National K‐12

National Standards for Personal Finance Education

K‐12

Illinois Foreign Language Standards

National K‐12

Voluntary National Content Standards for
Economics

National K‐12

National Standards for Financial Literacy

* Learning Standards are added as they become available in open formats that allow open sharing and tagging.
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Additional Standards
Other learning standards and competency frameworks can be added. The
system uses machine readable standards. The standards are obtained through
Achievement Standards Network.
• Currently, they are working on converting the new national Agriculture
Standards (endorsed by FFA).
• Other industry standards for K‐12 and for postsecondary can be converted
and included with IOER.
As ASN converts standards from PDF documents to machine readable, and
interoperable frameworks, they are easily added to IOER to allow for
browsing, tagging, aligning, rating, and more.
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Current Usage
The IOER website is averaging 22,489 user
sessions per month. Additional statistics
are available from the site’s Activity &
Statistics page.
Month
2015‐05
2015‐04
2015‐03
2015‐02
2015‐01
2014‐12
2014‐11
2014‐10
2014‐09
2014‐08
2014‐07
2014‐06
2014‐05
2014‐04

Sessions
57,860
26,550
61,480
68,183
8,992
5,150
4,704
13,274
9,542
5,130
4,423
3,102
20,389
26,070

Average

22,489
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Appendix

Screen Shots
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Resource Search Screen Shots
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Standards Browser Screen Shots
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Resource Information Screen Shots
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Resource Information Screen Shots
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Library Screen Shots
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Library Screen Shots
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Library Screen Shots

32
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Quick Tag and Quick Upload Screen Shots
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Learning List Editor Screen Shots
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Create Resource Screen Shot
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Full Tagger Screen Shot
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Communities
Screen Shot
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Timeline
Screen Shot
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Activity and Statistics Screen Shot
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Learning List Screen Shots
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Learning List Screen Shots
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Dashboard Screen Shot
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